6. Work Plan

Chapter 01: Introduction
Chapter 02: Literature Survey
Chapter 03: Methodology (Different Techniques of generation)
Chapter 04: Differential Time Lapse Video
Chapter 05: Frame Selection Criterion
Chapter 06: Time Stamping
Chapter 07: Real time event log creation
Chapter 08: Steganography
Chapter 09: Software Implementation
Chapter 10: Applications
Chapter 11: Summary and Conclusion
Chapter 12: References
**Time Scheme:**

Project Start:     July - 2010  
Project Completion (Expected):  July - 2012  

**YEAR 2010:**  
Phase I   Literature Survey  
Phase II  Designing algorithm using different methods  

**YEAR 2011:**  
Phase I   Implementation of Technique using MATLAB  
Phase II  Different Frame Selection Criterion  

**YEAR 2012:**  
Phase I   Real Time Implementation of System  
Phase II  Thesis Writing